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Abstract 
Slissenko, A.O., On fault tolerance of syntax, Theoretical Computer Science 119 (1993) 215-222. 
In this paper we formulate the problem, and start an investigation of the complexity of recognizing 
fault tolerance of syntax, or in other words, of formal language. The research on this problem is 
motivated by the growing interest to methods of estimation of quality of software systems a user 
language is a part of such system, and its reliability towards syntactic err& is a feature of its quality. 
We analyse the computational complexity of recognizing one type of such fault tolerance towards 
a fixed number of errors: a language is fault-tolerant iff any set of replacements of characters within 
the fixed number in any string in the language produces a string not in the language; a grammar 
defining the language produces a string not in the language; a grammar defining the language (the 
syntax) is supposed to be given as input. The property of this kind of fault tolerance is shown to be 
algorithmically undecidable even for context-free languages. But for nondeterministic finite-automa- 
ton languages it is shown to be recognizable in time polynomial in the size of the automaton 
representing an input language and exponential in the number of errors. In the concluding part of 
the paper wider views on the problem of fault tolerance of syntax are briefly discussed. 
1. Introduction 
The topic under consideration is motivated by the problem of estimating quality of 
user languages including programming ones. Quality of a user language at large is 
a component of quality of the software/computer system where the language is being 
used. Syntax fault tolerance of language is closely connected with reliability of 
programming or computer-user interaction, and that of the resulting software. The 
growing academics and industry interest in estimating quality of software/computer 
systems is being forced by the increasing user demands, complicacy and responsibility 
of systems being developed nowadays (cf. [7, 11). 
The quality of a user language can be, and should be, appraised from various points 
of view. This paper treats one feature of the quality, namely, fault tolerance of syntax. 
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Below we do not distinguish syntax and (formal) language. To illustrate a straightfor- 
ward motivation for the problem, let us look at the Fortran syntax, and consider the 
notorious example of its lack of tolerance w.r.t. one of the simplest faults: replacement 
of one symbol by another. If in the loop construction 
DO 50 I = 12,523 
the comma is substituted by the point then we get the assignment (of a real): 
DO 50 I= 12.523 
(blanks are ignored in Fortran). That is, one primitive error preserves syntactic 
correctness of the construction but radically changes it semantics. So this error cannot 
be detected by usual syntactic means, and thus, the Fortran syntax is not fault- 
tolerant even w.r.t. one error of the type mentioned. 
One could argue that within such formulation there are practically no fault-tolerant 
languages because replacing one character in an identifier often gives again an 
identifier, and rather likely not only declared but of the same type. We retort to this 
argument that we do not mean that fault tolerance is to be checked for the initial 
syntax but for, may be, several “factor languages” of the given one. For example, we fix 
a finite number of lexical classes such as identifiers, integers, comma, point, etc. Some 
of these classes contain infinite number of elements, others are finite, even singletons 
(such as {comma}). Having substituted every class by its name (treated as a terminal 
in the appropriate grammar), we get a factor language, and investigate the fault 
tolerance of the latter, i.e. its tolerance towards replacing an element of one lexical 
class by an element of another lexical class. Several different factorizations of the same 
language can be of interest. Say, we can divide all the identifiers of the same type into 
several classes to analyse local errors inside identifier names. 
The problem of fault tolerance seems to be of more practical significance when 
applied to unsophisticated ad hoc user languages often generated by users themselves 
as some extensions of system languages like C or Forth. It looks very unlikely to be 
able to influence on design of syntax of the programming languages of the latter type, 
even if they have very weak fault tolerance. But demanding tolerance of specialized 
user languages, at least on syntactic level, may prove to be an essential point of its 
efficacy. 
The general question under consideration in the present paper is: What is the 
complexity of recognizing fault tolerance of a given language? The simple fault 
tolerance studied in this paper is formulated as follows (for the crucial case of one 
error): a language is l-fault-tolerant iff any replacement of any symbol in any string of 
the language produces a string not in the language. The classes of languages under 
consideration include context-free (CF) languages and regular languages. When the 
complexity is beng treated, all languages are meant to be represented by correspond- 
ing grammars. 
The question of fault tolerance recognition is clearly different from questions 
concerning syntactic error repair (cf. [3,8]) widely represented in the literature. The 
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latter type of approaches treat a “local” problem of a given string being error-free or 
not, and of the string recovery when the fact of error has been detected. We consider 
a question concerning some global property of a given language: whether any error 
can be detected by a syntactic parser for a grammar representing the language or by 
some other algorithm. If to expand our ideology to recovery problem, the question 
could be formulated as whether any grammar of a given class possesses some property 
characterizing a quality of recovery: say, every time an error has been detected when 
analysing position i of a string, position of erroneous character is within log i distance 
from i (for usual programming languages it is not so). 
Apparently, from a practical point of view, weaker properties of fault tolerance are 
of major interest: we wish to be sure that most destructive errors will be detected with 
high probability. But this approach is quite different. 
Precise formulations of fault tolerance and some technical notions are given in 
Section 2, and a wider view on the whole problem is discussed in Section 5. Section 
3 exposes undecidability of the fault tolerance for usual CF-languages (represented by 
CF-grammars). In Section 4 nondeterministic finite-automaton languages (any such 
language is represented as an automaton of the type mentioned) are considered. Their 
fault tolerance can be recognized in time polynomial in the size of a representing 
automaton and exponential in the number of errors. Many practical situations 
concerning small user languages can be reduced to this class of languages. 
Recently, the results of this paper have been improved [S] and positive results 
extended to more practical classes of languages by Burago (see [S, 41). 
2. Replacement fault tolerance 
Let A be an alphabet which can be considered as fixed in this paper, jAl be the 
number of characters in A, )A ) 3 2 (otherwise the problems under consideration 
become trivial). Other notations: A* is the set of all strings in A (or A-strings), 1 WI is 
the length of a string W, W[i] is the character in the ith position of W, 1 Q i d ( W 1. 
By h( U, Y) we denote the Hamming distance between 2 strings U and V of the same 
length, 
h(U, V)=card{i: U[i]#V[i], l<i<lUl}. 
If h( U, V)= k then we say that U is obtained from V by changing or replacing 
k (occurrences of) characters. 
By language we mean any set of A-strings. A language L is k-fault-tolerant iff any 
nontrivial change of not more than k occurrences of characters in any string from 
L gives a string not in L; more formally, if for any strings U and V such that UEL and 
1 d h( Ii, V) < k, the string V is not in L. 
In the notion of k-fault-tolerance formulated above, there are two main “conceptual 
parameters”: a type of error and a property which detects the errors. Here we consider 
nonstochastic situation, and we take the predicate “not to belong to the language” as 
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error detecting property. In applications a language is usually defined by a grammar 
and by some additional information which actually provides some restrictions on the 
language generated by the grammar. In this paper we stick to the pure way of 
language representation by a grammar. 
Separation function is defined as 
sep(L,L,)=min{h(U, V): UEL, VEL,, Uf V, lUl=l VI}: 
v(L) = sep(L, L), 
where L and L1 are languages. The value sep(L) will be called separability of L. 
A grammar G is a 4-tuple (A,, AN, S, P), where AT is an alphabet of terminals, AN is 
an alphabet of nonterminals (the alphabets are disjoint), SE& is the axiom, and P is 
a set of productions. The language generated by G will be denoted by Lng(G). The 
same notation will be used to denote languages accepted by finite automata. For 
definition of CF-grammars, see [2, 61. 
In terms of sep we are interested in decidability of the property sep(Lng(G)) > k for 
any grammar G of a given class when k is fixed. This remark stress evident similarity of 
the problem under discussion with some problems of coding theory. 
3. Undecidability of the replacements fault tolerance of CF-languages 
We start with some technical reductions. 
Lemma 3.1. For any k > 1, undecidability of l-fault-tolerance for CF-languages implies 
undecidability of k-fault-tolerance for CF-languages. 
Proof. Suppose k-fault-tolerance for CF-languages is decidable. Let G be an arbitrary 
CF-grammar. Then the l-fault-tolerance of Lng(G) can be recognized along the 
following lines. 
Denote by h the homomorphism substituting ak in place of a for any terminal a, and 
consider the CF-language L= h(Lng(G)). Any string in L is a catenation of blocks of 
the form ak. For any string from L any set of replacements of i characters, 1 did k, not 
in the same block of this string, produces a string not in L. The same is valid for any 
set of i replacements in the same block if i < k. The only nontrivial sets of replacements 
are those which replace one block by another, and this precisely corresponds to 
replacements of one character in Lng(G). Thus, L is k-fault-tolerant iff Lng(G) is 
l-fault-tolerant. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Undecidability of the nonemptiness of intersection of two CF-langauges 
with separability greater than 1 implies undecidability of l-fault-tolerance of CF- 
languages. 
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Proof. Let G,=(Ai, Ah, S’, Pi), i= 1,2, be two CF-grammars such that S’ #S2 and 
scp(Li) > 1, where Li= Lng(Gi). Take three new pairwise distinct characters c1 , c2 and 
S. Consider the grammar G with the terminals A~uA~u(cr, cz}, the nonterminals 
A~uA~u{S}, the axiom S and the productions P’uP2u{S+c,S’, S+czS*}. Let 
L = Lng( G). This language is a kind of disjoint union of L1 and L2 : L = c1 L1 uc2 L,. 
Clearly, sep(L)>l. If a string W is in L,nL2 then sep(L)=l. Thus, sep(L)>l 
+ L,nL,=@ Suppose sep(L)= 1. Then LInL2=@ or sep(Li)= 1 or sep(L2)= 1. But 
the latter two equalities are excluded by the choice of Gi, i= I, 2. Thus, 
sep(L)> 1 0 L,nL,=@, 
which finishes the reduction sufficient for Lemma 3.2. 0 
Lemma 3.3. For any k> 1, undecidability of the nonemptiness of intersection of two 
CF-languages implies undecidability of the nonemptiness of intersection of two CF- 
languages with separability greater than k. 
Proof. A reduction proving the lemma is given by the homomorphism u-+ak+l. 0 
Now the classical result on undecidability of the nonemptiness of intersection of 
two CF-languages (e.g. [6, Section 4.21) gives the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. For any k>, 1, k-fault-tolerance of CF-languages is undecidable. 
Along similar lines one can prove undecidability of recognizability of k-fault- 
tolerance for LL(l)-languages (see [S]). 
4. Polynomial time decidability of replacements fault tolerance of nondeterministic 
finite-automaton languages 
In this section we prove the following theorem which is more or less evident for 
deterministic regular languages when k = 1, but much less evident for general regular 
languages and arbitrary k. 
Theorem 4.1. An algorithm can be constructed such that, given a natural number k 3 1 as 
input and a nondeterministicfinite automaton X, it recognizes k-tolerance of Lng(X) in 
time polynomial in the size of X (say, in the size of its transition diagram) and exponential 
in k. 
Proof. Here we deal only with nondeterministic finite automata. Let X =(A, Q, s, F, T: 
be an automaton, where A is an input alphabet (with not less than two characters), 
Q is a finite set of states, SEQ is the initial state, F EQ is the set of final (accepting: 
states and T is a transition function of the type Q x A+2Q (T can be extended tc 
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a function of the type Q x A*+2” as T(q, Uu)= U { T(r,a): rcT(q, U)>, where UEA*, 
UEA and qEQ). 
We now describe the work of the recognizing algorithm on X and k> 1. 
For every m, 1 d m < k, the algorithm processes every pair of lists of the following 
form: 
(a 1, . ...%), (b,, . . ..b.), (1) 
where ai, biEA and ai#bi for 1 Gidm. The number of such pairs is estimated by 
,<~<~~I~l~~IAl-~~~m~lA12~*+1~. 
, , 
For every such pair of lists the algorithm recognizes whether there exists an 
A-string W in Lng(X) of the form WOu, WI . . . Wn_lunWn such that the string 
W,b, WI . . W,_ Ib, W, is also in Lng(X). Let a pair of the form (1) be fixed. The 
algorithm works as follows to recognize this property. 
As known, the emptiness of two nondeterministic finite-automaton languages 
(given as appropriate finite automata) can be recognized in polynomial time; it suffices 
to construct direct product of the automata and check accessibility of a final state of 
this direct product automaton. 
All the automata under consideration in this proof have the same input alphabet A. 
A pair of states qlEQl and q2EQ2 is said to be equiuccessible for a pair of automata 
Xi =(A, Qi,si,Fi, Ti), i= 1,2, iff qi~Ti(si, W) for some A-string W. We shall use this 
notion also in the case when X1 =X,. 
We claim that equiaccessibility is polynomial-time-recognizable. Within the just 
introduced notations, consider two automata Yi =(A, Ri, qi, { si}, ti), the transition 
diagram of every Yi being obtained from the diagram of Xi in the following manner: 
Reverse edges (arrows) in the diagram of Xi. If the diagram obtained by this 
transformation is incomplete, i.e. some vertices (labelled by states) do not have edges 
labelled by some characters of A then define Ri = Qi u { ri> for a new state Yi, and direct 
all missing edges to a new vertex labelled by ri; otherwise, Ri = Qi. NOW the equiacces- 
sibility of q1 and q2 is equivalent to the nonemptiness of intersection of Lng( Y,) and 
Lng( Y,). 
A pair of states (p, q) of X is called equiuccessible fvom a pair of states ( pl, ql) iff 
the pair (p, q) is equiaccessible for the pair of automata (X,, X,), where 
Xz=(4Q>z1, F,T), ZE{ p,qj (here z1 =pl for X, and z1 =ql for X,). 
We say that a pair of states (p, q) of X is equiuccessible w.r.t. replacement of 
(a,, . . . . a,) by (b,, . . . . b,) iff there exists a sequence of states 
cg,do,pl,ql,cl,Ltl,...,C,~1,d,-1,Prnrqrn, 
with the properties: 
(1) co=do=s; 
(2) 
(2) every pair (pi,qi) is equiaccessible from (ci-,,di_,) for X, 1 <idm: 
(3) ciET(pi,qi) and diET(qi,bi) for 1 Gidm- 1; 
(4) P~=P and qm=q. 
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For any fixed pair of lists (1) the number of sequences (2) does not exceed (Q14”‘. 
Now we conclude the description of the main algorithm: it takes all pairs of states 
( pl, p2) equiaccessible for X w.r.t. the replacement (l), and check the nonemptiness of 
intersection of the languages defined by the automata (X, Q, pi, F, T), i = 1,2. 
The correctness and time complexity of the algorithm obviously meet the claimed 
properties. 0 
5. Probabilistic formulations of the problem of syntax fault tolerance 
Probabilistic approaches to the problem may be versatile. We discuss one of them. 
Instead of defining a language (syntax) by grammar we consider a probability density 
pl: A*+[O, l] giving the probability pl( IV) of appearance of a string W (as a correct 
syntactic form), &,, pl( W) = 1. We can treat the strings W with large enough pl( W) as 
constituting a language. In applications pl( W) can be defined as a probability of 
generating W by a grammar with inferences being treated as stochastic (e.g. Markov) 
processes. 
To consider errors within a prescribed upper bound k> 1 on their number as 
random events, we assume functions F and pfw, WEA*, to be given. The function 
F: ‘4*+/t* is a random function with the property 1 W( = 1 F( W)l and 
1 <h( W,F( W))<k for all WEA*, it describes perturbations of strings; the string 
F(W) is called an F-error of W. The function pfw describes the probability of 
appearance of this or that error in W, i.e. pfw is defined on sets E of the form 
{(i,,al) ,..., (&,,,a,,,)}, where ldii < ... <i,<I W(, l<m<k and W[ij]#ajEA, 
PMJ%CO, 11 and 
c { pfw(E): E is a set of the form mentioned} = 1 
If errors are noncorrelated, concrete definitions of pl may be rather simple. 
As a way of error detection, one can consider a function d: A*+[O, l] which 
outputs a number evaluating the degree of being erroneous. 
We say a function d t-detects F-errors in a string W with probability v iff 
PF,{d(F(W))>tj>v, (3) 
where PLw is the probability measure corresponding to the density pfw. The number 
t~[0, l] is a threshold of error detection. 
If (3) is valid for all WEA* then we say that d t-detects F-errors with probability 
v (always or in the worst case), and if 
C,pl(W).PF,{d(F(W))bt}>,v 
then we say that d t-detects F-errors with probability v on the average. 
Two types of problems are of interest here: 
_ estimate the probability of t-detecting F-errors by a given d, and find the complexity 
of recognizing the related properties; 
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- for a class of functions pl and for numbers t and v, 0 6 t, v d 1, find d (with acceptable 
computational complexity) that t-detects F-errors with probability v for any pl of 
the given class. 
Similar problems can be formulated for error localization, error correction, syntax 
transformations which increase fault tolerance. Other types of errors could also be of 
interest. 
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